
10 August 1966 

merey As you are sure aware, the 
acy Of that valuable evidence is a natter of the 

a 21 ata goupletely ‘at ‘the sxndes rrp 7 of hve 
1968) ami be forever lost, with inevitable Hetorical 

3 am especially pleased by the euphasia in your gtery on the pristine 
. OE he eet Sem dave I have received from Ray Marcus 

of los Angeles (one of the first-generatd chera on the assageination) 
SOepage anelysia : , and collateral eviderce 

2 izg Aa He. Marcus that 

+
a
 

If I mayy Zi would take issue with you on the question of the fatal 
head wound. You say that no serious objection has been offered ta the 

sion finding that a bull > @teuck the back of the head and ey | 
blasted away a five-inch jagged hole in the siatll in ate exit. Heb one 
of the many Parks and Hospital deetors win participated in the attempt to 

gidentis life sew the evtrance wourd in the baak of the head 
ipabe your rebuttal (they did not turn him over): 3 

But there are far more formidable : 

(i) Three Seuret Service agents and two FBI agents were Present 
) > agent ou atten mn Ea ‘aroue oa _ a 3 

the wight Cepia). “But - amen if nellanwan veake eet to ay in the naiyiine . 
to the deft of the right ear, the description is still inconsistent with the 
4 tie ingé prepared under the instructions of the autopsy surgeon, 
Commander J, Js Hosen (CEs 386 and 388), which show the entrance wourd 
considerably higher than the hairline, 



“De 20 August 1966 

solicited the opdixion ef | an outstanding nerican fren neie ‘patholortste 
He has informed me, in 4 letter which I am prepare 
if wee be, that, indeed, the aitopey sketch of the head injuries does 

net show any aaall round wound of entrances Moreover, it is his 
opinion that the sketch indicates a fracture on the Teh side of the 
skvll (near the left eve, if I wierstand correctly) which was not 
Specifically mentioned in the autopsy report. 

' The nificance of these facts is seif-evider cule in ? 
Light of the contradiatory evidence concerning the  Toeation of the entrance 
wound in the back, which, as you aay, raises*pusching 


